**Tooth Pillow**

Cut 2 from felt
1/4 inch seam allowance

1A) Before you cut the slit for the mouth pocket, machine stitch all the way around it to prevent it from stretching during use. Use this same method around the slit you cut in the back for turning.

2A) Cut out a piece of felt in this shape to form pocket. Secure on wrong side with fabric glue or pins and hand sew all around with hidden stitches. (Meaning don't sew all the way through the felt)

1) Cut out pieces; on front piece sew around mouth then carefully slit. See 1A
2) Create pocket behind mouth slit on wrong side. See 2A
3) Embellish. Add eyes, teeth, cheeks, eyebrows, etc...Get creative.
4) Cut a slit down the middle of the back piece for turning (sew first, 1A)
5) Sandwich strap inside and pin right sides together. See 5A.
6) Sew all the way around.
7) Trim seam, clip curves.
8) Turn
9) Stuff
10) Hand sew the slit in the back

If desired, cut out 2 cheek pieces from felt. Glue or sew them on each side of the mouth.

Cut out 1 teeth piece from white felt. Glue or sew behind mouth slit.